CROSSWORD
James Mulhern

ACROSS
1. Monsanto creation, for short
4. Took the stage
9. Mac alternatives
12. Default risk
14. Push comes to it, in idiom
15. Church bell sound
16. Triple ___ (ice skating feat)

17. First name on the Roberts Court
18. “Lay and collect,” as taxes
19. Super Bass rapper Nicki
21. *Popular
23. Band of knee tissue often involved in sports injuries
24. Leg raise targets

26. “I love you,” in 2-Down
27. Cellist who has been a United Nations Messenger of Peace since 2006
29. Precipice
32. Prada piece
33. ___ Tessio, THE GODFATHER character played by Abe Vigoda
34. Type of “guitar”
35. Time immemorial
36. *Thoughtful statement prompting the end of a phone call
39. Modern prefix with “tourism”
40. Improve, as some wine
41. 2019 Women’s World Cup winner
42. Fury
43. Japanese noodle variety
44. Spanish title
48. Hobbes in cartoons, for one
50. 2013 sci-fi film starring Scarlett Johansson and Joaquin Phoenix
51. ___ Gala (annual NYC event)
52. *Van Gogh’s Vase with Fifteen Sunflowers, e.g.
56. Take care of
58. Time periods sometimes named after Presidents
59. JPEG or PNG, perhaps
61. “Heavens to Betsy!”
62. Dunham of HBO’s Girls
63. Stupefied
64. Installed, as bricks
65. Saturated, e.g.
66. Common source of sushi roe
67. Certain graduates-to-be . . . and what can be found in the answers to the starred clues

DOWN
1. “Best World Music Album,” e.g.
2. Where Puebla is
3. In a candid manner
4. Biblical beast of burden
5. Has a bite, with “down”
6. Timbre
7. “He who accepts ___ without protesting against it is really cooperating with it.” (MLK)
8. Ante follower in a poker game
9. Exclamation before “I see you!”
10. Fred Flintstone, e.g.
11. Cunning and devious individual
12. ___ Elizabeth Winslow, Pulitzer-winning biographer whose name means “Hello” in Portuguese
13. Bend at a barre
14. Mashburn or Crawford of the NBA
15. Djibouti neighbor on the Red Sea
16. “Thou art the thing ___.” (Shakespeare)
17. Social media company metric
18. Price listed in a store
19. In conflict
20. FROZEN queen
21. PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIRIT philosopher
22. ___ Elizabeth Winslow, Pulitzer-winning biographer whose name means “Hello” in Portuguese
23. Acid that fish oil is rich in
24. Web address
25. The Beatles’ Something or Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
28. Capital that is home to the Viking Ship Museum
29. Gobbled up
30. Like projects that may involve a trip to Home Depot, briefly
31. Grumble
35. Jennifer who wrote A VISIT FROM THE GOON SQUAD
36. Uranus or Neptune
37. It may be inflated or bruised
38. Social media company metric
39. Djibouti neighbor on the Red Sea
40. It may be inflated or bruised
42. “Thou art the thing ___.” (Shakespeare)
43. Web address
45. Acid that fish oil is rich in
46. Price listed in a store
47. In conflict
49. FROZEN queen
50. PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIRIT philosopher
53. Coffee shop freebies
54. Islamic leader
55. Fluster
57. This may shock you
60. Summer hours in Cambridge, MA: abbrev.